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Living Mirrors: Mother Performativity and Storytelling in Three Ethnic Women's Novels
I look

like you, you look like me. I look at myselfin you, you look at yourself in me. You 're
already big, I'm still little, But I came out ofyou, and here, in front ofyour very eyes, I am
another living you. But, always distracted, you turn away. Furtively, you verifY your own
continued existence in the mirror, and you return to your cooking. You change yourself
according to the clock. You adorn yourselfdepending upon the time. What time? Time for what?
Time for whom? I would like you to break this watch and let me watch you. And look at me. I
would like us to play together being the same and different. You/I exchanging selves endlessly
and each staying herself Living mirrors. (Irigaray 61).

Luce Irigaray's depiction of mother-daughter relationships in "And the One Doesn't Stir
without the Other" illustrates the tension that results between mothers and daughters as they
grow together in a patriarchal society that asserts that woman's role is to serve her man.
Especially in multi-ethnic novels like Edwidge Danticat's Breath, Eyes, Memory (1 994), Faces
in the Moon (1 99 4) written by Betty Louise Bell, and Heidi Durrow's The Girl Who Fell From
the Sky (201 0), the role of the daughter is to question this patriarchal tradition, as well as critique

the customs of one's culture. She notices the sadness, fatigue, heartbreak, and despair that her
mother tries to hide while fulfilling the role of culture bearer, a role in which women
simultaneously are empowered and disempowered. She teaches her daughters their role to serve
a man, which results in a continuation of an oppressive cycle.
Each novel provides insight to the mother's role of culture bearer. Danticat's Sophie is a
little girl raised in Haiti by her aunt Atie and grandmother Ife. After moving to the United States
to meet her mother, she learns the difficulty in really understanding what it means to be a
woman. She experiences physical and psychological problems after being continuously "tested"
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by her mother for her virginity. Sophie's voyage in overcoming this metaphorical raping at the
hands of her mother is one that illustrates the complexities in mother performativity, as well as
what it truly means to heal from such an experience. Similarly, Faces in the Moon author, Bell
tells the story of Lucie, a Cherokee woman reflecting on her life growing up around a
community of women who struggles with understanding her place within her cultures. Lucie's
struggle to find a balance in her Cherokee heritage when she is not able to identify with the
characters from the stories that her mother figures tell her; additionally, Lucie is confused by her
identity, especially as she is surrounded by women who also appear to be captured by
mainstream ideals of what it means to be beautiful when they begin altering their appearances.
Rachel, Durrow' s biracial character, moves to her grandmother's house after the suicide of her
mother who stepped off the roof of a building with her children. She is consistently exposed to
her African American grandmother's hateful comments about her Danish mother; however, she
knows that her mother was haunted

with pain

because of her experiences with domestic violence.

Throughout the rest of the novel, she grapples with her biracial identity.
The coming of age theme, interspersed in all three of these novels, as Sophie, Lucie, and
Rachel begin understanding and healing from their traumas, is quite significant in the way that
they learn to love and respect their cultures. However, each of these novels also focuses on
another dynamic, which is the mother-daughter relationship or the "othermother"-daughter
relationship. As Irigaray suggests, these relationships are inextricably connected as they affect
every aspect of a woman's life; additionally, the relationships in these particular novels reveal
that motherhood is a performance.
Similar to gender performativity, which asks genders to fit in a specific category of how
a female or male should behave, mother performativity sets guidelines for what it means to be a
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proper mother. Judith Butler in Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (1 990 )
states, "[T]he action of gender requires a performance that is repeated. This repetition is at once a
reenactment and experiencing of a set of meanings already socially established" (1 40 ).
Therefore, gender performativity is a set of norms that is continuously acted; Butler adds that
"this 'action' is a public action. There are temporal and collective dimensions to these actions,
and their public character is not inconsequential" (1 40 ). Not only does performing one's gender
require a fulfillment of societal expectations, but these expectations are fluid as they change over
time. While history changes gender expectations, individuals are also part of this process
depending on their engagement and interaction with the power structure in which they live.
Butler adds that "gender is an identity tenuously constituted in time, instituted in an exterior
space through a stylized repetition acts" (1 40 ). This "stylized repetition of act" explains the idea
that one performing gender is responding to the current gender norms and is made aware of how
they are or how they are not carrying out these expectations. Paying keen attention to this
performance, thus, creates tight, neat categories of what is a right and wrong performance of
gender.
Butler's coining of gender performativity is a useful tool as I define mother
performativity. Motherhood, like gender, is a set of norms that is continuously repeated
throughout history. Mothers are engaging in a stylized repetition of acts as they pay attention to
how it is done and how they carry out their mothering. Mothers perform expectations that are
temporally and individually defined. Not only do mothers fulfill these societal expectations.
Individual mothers are also at times engaged in redefining these expectations based on their
interactions within the patriarchal system. Paying keen attention to this performance also creates
tight, neat categories of what is a right and wrong performance of mothering.
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In addition to Butler, Irigaray's "And the One Doesn't Stir without the Other" is a
considerably useful work when developing a definition mother performativity. Taking on the
voice of a young daughter, Irigaray writes, "I look like you, you look like me. I look at myself in
you, you look at yourself in me. You're already big, I'm still little, But I came out of you, and
here, in front of your very eyes, I

am

another living you" (6 1). Acknowledging that her

relationship with her mother is much more complex begins when the daughter realizes that she is
"another living you" (61). The daughter expresses her fear in becoming this mirror image of her
mother later when she notes the monotonous activities her mother completes. She describes how
the mother is "distracted" with cooking meals for her husband and daughter, changes her clothes
so that she looks presentable for her husband when he returns from work, and ifshe has time she
"adorns" herself to ultimately please him. Thus, mother performativity indicates that there are
societal expectations that cultures create that define the roles that mothers are supposed to
perform on a daily basis. In this normative middle class, heterosexual case, the mother's only
responsibility is to cook, clean, and look pretty for her husband when he returns from work. The
daughter's recognition that she wants to separate herself from this lifestyle is evident when she
says, " I would like us to play together at being the same and different" (6 1). This statement adds
an interesting complexity to mother performativity because it illustrates that the daughter is
aware that her mother cannot actually play with her because this activity is outside of the duties
she is required to perform. By extension, women who do not perform these responsibilities of
motherhood are considered unfit wives and mothers.
Mother performativity is also expressed in various cultural attitudes about the role of the
mother in the family unit; however what is quite interesting is the way in which the daughters in
Danticat's, Bell's, and Durrow's novels perpetuate these ideals while struggling to understand
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cultural traditions which are complicated by their mother's use of storytelling. Like the daughter
in Irigaray's essay, these young women also struggle with the mirror relationships that they have
with their mothers or othermothers. Coming to terms with this reflective relationship enables the
daughters to understand and forgive their mothers as they begin to understand the implications
and weight of the consequences their mothers would experience if they did not properly perform
their assigned duties. Storytelling is the medium through which the daughters in these three
ethnic women's novels are able to see themselves as living mirrors of their mothers.
Mother performativity applies to othermothers as they have the same responsibilities as
biological mother figures since they are either an additional role model or one who takes on full
responsibility for a daughter if her birth mother is deceased or non-existent. Though this mother
type originates from African culture, Angelita Reyes, author of Mothering Across Cultures,
notes, "The concept of having other mothers in the community is not unique for African
American girls. Among Caribbean, Latin American, and African societies as well, women often
perform similar roles" (74). Thus, it is reasonable to assume Danticat, Bell, and Durrow make
use of these important figures in their characters' lives. Sophie, Lucie, and Rachel have these
women in their lives whether they are family or friends. While these connections will be
expounded upon later, it is important to remember that since othermothers are part of the family
unit, they too are expected to perform motherhood. This cultural attitude that someone must be
the mother figure in a young woman's life is particularly interesting as it highlights the fact that
mother performativity is not an innate quality of women, proving that the qualities and
characteristics of a mother are socially constructed.
Articulating the intersections of mother performativity and storytelling in the mother
daughter relationships cannot be accomplished without identifying the approaches literary critics
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have assumed thus far. Shockingly, database searches indicate little interest in Faces in Moon
and The Girl Who Fell From the Sky; however, the relationship between Martine and Sophie of
Breath, Eyes, Memory is the subject of extensive work, which provides a sound foundation for a

comparative study of all three novels.
Examining Breath, Eyes, Memory focusing specifically on interpretations of the mother
daughter relationship illustrates the tensional complexity of the novel that arises when
considering cultural and patriarchal traditions. Katherine M. Thomas, writer of "Memories of
Home," discusses this adversity that women experience as part of Haitian culture when she
notes, "Gender, race, poverty, powerlessness have excluded the Haitian woman from discourse
and raped her cultural identity. She is absent from the pages of history and has only recently
begun to reclaim the memories that forge her identity within her home environment" (35-36).
Thomas' focus on the absence of histories and literatures written about and by Haitian women
allows readers to consider Danticat's role as proud. In fact, while Breath, Eyes, Memory a peek
into the perspective of Haitian culture from the perspective of one woman. Thomas argues that
this novel actively reclaims a home for these Haitian women as well. She states, "Only in
decolonizing her memories of her home and heritage can [Sophie] forge an integrated identity for
herself made up of her present situation supported by the strengths of her homeland's heritage"
( 36). Framing Danticat's novel in such a way allows Thomas to consider Sophie and Martine's
relationship as not only a product of cultural traditions made up of individuals with inherent
patriarchal ideologies, but as a relationship destined to instill a sense of ownership and give
women a v01ce.
Tara T. Green's analysis of Sophie and Martine's relationship in "When the Women Tell
Stories" also discusses the importance of reclaiming one's voice as a theme in Breath, Eyes,
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Memory;

however, she invites readers to consider how voice allows for healing. Green states, "It

is from mothers, as we see in Breath,

Eyes, Memory, that daughters learn

the importance of

voice, particularly in their attempt to understand the ways of their culture" (84). Without
Martine, Sophie is unable to find the voice necessary to begin a healing process to understand
and forgive her mother. Green cites the following from Carole Boyce Davies: "Mother and
healing are intricately connected ....Reflecting a distinctly black feminist point of view these
writers reveal that black women, at certain junctures in their lives, require healing and renewal
and that black women themselves have to become healers/mothers for each other when there is
such a need" ( 41, qtd. in Green 84, ellipses in original). Green sees this inextricably connected
relationship to be required for healing. Albeit separate "journeys" Martine and Sophie's healing
processes are discussed as connected, which illustrates to readers the necessity for this mother
daughter bond.
Storytelling is Nancy F. Gerber's approach to discussing the bond between mothers and
daughters in Breath,

Eyes, Memory.

In her article, "Binding the Narrative Thread," she notes,

"Sophie gradually comes to understand the intertextualities between the framed tales and her
own story, and how the narrative art of telling a story empowers her to rewrite the script of the
mother-daughter relationships. In doing so, she transforms it from a relationship dominated by
recrimination, loss, and violation to one marked by reconciliation, hope, and freedom" (189). In
other words, while the previous critics spend time specifically addressing patriarchy intertwined
with cultural preservation and how Martine and Sophie cope and heal from traditions they
willingly or unwillingly take part it, Gerber is emphasizes the importance of storytelling through
the written and oral word. Additionally, these stories provide Sophie a basis for learning about
her culture, as well as provide her a means for critiquing the definition of a mother. Storytelling,
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according to Gerber, also "establishes and reproduces the maternal bond. Telling a tale binds
mother to daughter and creates cross-generational connections" (194). Thus, as storytelling
serves as a way to inform youth of the traditions they are expected to follow, and thus create
tension. As readers see in the novel, these stories are what bring Martine and Sophie together. A
final point that Gerber adds to the idea of storytelling in Danticat's novel is that "[t]elling the
story creates a space for the writing of another script, one marked by hope for a better future"
(197). In other words, Sophie learns the power of storytelling, especially the impact that the
storyteller has on generations to follow.
Heather Hewett critiques motherhood in "Mothering Across Borders," discussing the
importance of "othermothering" as a critical factor in Sophie's development. She specifically
notes, "[aunt] Atie's mothering can be understood within traditions of othermothering, or child
fostering, which many scholars have documented throughout the African diaspora" (130). This
conversation regarding the performance of motherhood, as well as expanding the definition of
who can perform this role, creates an interesting dynamic when defining what constitutes a good
or bad mother. In other words, othermothers at times assume motherly roles when mothers do
not perform their duties or when biological mothers are not present. Defining motherhood or,
rather, Sophie's critique of what a mother's role should be, is another area of discussion in
Hewett's analysis of Breath,

Eyes, Memory.

Through Sophie's understanding of the good/bad

dichotomy in mother performativity, readers learn Hewett's expanding idea of who constitutes
an othermother. She states, "For Sophie the child, Erzulie provides a figure of powerful and
sustaining motherhood. ..Erzulie sets an impossible standard" (132). Erzulie is the Haitian Black
Madonna. Including goddesses as othermother figures allows readers to not only understand the
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significance of myth and storytelling, but also the way in which the protagonists of these tales set
idealized standards for performance of motherhood.
Literature like Breath,

Eyes, Memory serves

as a gateway into understanding the tensions

of mother performativity, especially when the daughter constructs these expectations. Danticat's
characterization of Martine is especially complex as she illustrates a mother who undeniably
loves her daughter while simultaneously creating a villain-like figure in the eyes of Sophie who
experiences trauma from the rapes by her mother. Sophie's initial misunderstanding of her
mother's duty to perform "testing" allows Sophie to critique the actions of her mother's role,
which allows readers to envision the ideal mother through Sophie's eyes. Additionally, Sophie,
like the daughter in Irigaray' s work who wants to play with her mother rather than watch her
perform the same cyclical dutiful, pattern of her day, yearns for a relationship with her mother
that is based in ideal motherhood that resists mother performativity. Cultural traditions are
inextricably connected with patriarchy. So, what readers are really seeing is the relationship
between patriarchal culture and mother performativity.
The analyses above approach Breath,

Eyes, Memory through multiple lenses, allowing for

a fruitful conversation about the tensions between mothers and daughters. Unfortunately, novels
like

Faces in the Moon and The Girl Who Fell From the Sky

are neglected by critics, though

these novels have striking similarities concerning mother-daughter relationships. This fact is
concerning considering that each of these novels provides a culturally specific view into the
complexities of motherhood. Since Faces

in the Moon and The Girl Who Fell From the Sky also

include themes of cultural pressures, reclaiming one's voice, the importance of storytelling, and
mother performativity it would be irresponsible not to juxtapose these novels in a comparative
literary analysis.
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Using the major themes that emerge from each of these criticisms allows for lucrative
discussion of mother-daughter relationships. Additionally, because all three novels include
women of color and a form of healing through storytelling, readers will benefit from a discussion
of the interconnections among these novels and how cultures with engrained patriarchal values
create tension in mother-daughter relationships, especially when daughters begin reconsidering
their cultural traditions.
Regardless of race, ethnicity, or class, expectations of motherhood are concretely poured
into every culture; while the duties mothers are required to perform may be different across
cultures, the mother's role as culture bearer is a consistent theme in ethnic literature, especially
in Danticat's, Bell's, and Durrow's writing. In "Mothers and Daughters: Another Minority
Group," Natalie M. Rosinsky states, "Being a 'good' woman in a sexist society requires
conformity to feminine stereotypes such as passivity, spirituality, or irrationality; being a 'good'
mother entails indoctrinating one's daughter with these false ideals" (280). In other words, the
job of the mother becomes contradictory in a sense. Specifically, while the mother is expected to
take on the dichotomous inferior role to her male counterpart by being soft-spoken, weak, and
timid, she is also expected to be self-assured in practicing and teaching her daughters the
traditions within their culture that need to be sustained. This harkens back to Irigaray's
daughter's account of her distracted mother. Rosinsky describes "the destructive institution of
motherhood in patriarchal, oppressive societies," quoting Adrienne Rich that "It is not simply
that such mothers feel both responsible and powerless. It is that they carry their own guilt and
self-hatred over into their daughters' experience" (288). Describing motherhood

as

an institution

intertwined with motherhood performativity explains how on the surface it appears that mothers
have some dominance when, in fact, their seemingly powerful role over their daughter's lives is
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also governed by patriarchal values. The practices they are teaching their daughters perpetuate
ideals of femininity that uphold the dichotomous wall between woman and man.
Before discussing Sophie's, Lucie's, and Rachel's role in critiquing mother
performativity, it is important to understand their mothers' limited pasts as they undeniably
influence the tensions that arise between the mothers and daughters. Quoted in Rosinsky, Mary
Daly states, "Mothers in our culture are cajoled into killing off the selfactualization of their
daughters, and daughters learn to hate them for it, instead of seeing the real enemy" ( qtd. in
Rosinsky). Rosinksy adds, "This 'real enemy' is a culture which denigrates female potential and
achievement" (280). These comments offer an interesting insight into the way in which the
daughters in each of these novels first resist their cultural traditions because they highlight the
fact that while the mothers may be the ones carrying out the actions that they refuse to accept,
the mothers are not entirely to blame since they are assuming the role of culture bearer.
Specifically, when Sophie asks her grandmother why her culture practices testing Ife states,
"From the time a girl begins to menstruate to the time you tum her over to her husband, the
mother is responsible for her purity. If I give a soiled daughter to her husband, he can shame my
family, speak evil of me, even bring her back to me" ( 156). The patriarchal traditions which
govern the institution of marriage and provide men pure wives pressure women like Sophie's
grandmother and her mother to feel they have to repeat traumatizing behaviors so that they are
not deemed bad mothers. Therefore, their pasts and limited power are misunderstood by Sophie
as she grows up in an age and with an education that allows her to question this practice.
Bell's Lucie struggles with understanding the past and limited powers of the women in
her family through the stories they tell her. Lucie struggles with understanding the worth of the
stories the women her family tells. She notes the following:
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They spent their lives telling stories. The same stories, sitting in the same places, giving
the same answers, warning children with a shake of the head and the tease of memory.
Always finding, in the beginning or summing up, a detail undiscovered or a cruel motive
revealed. In this way the stories lived, never finishing in circumstance or death. Or even
in the storyteller herself (4 ).
While Lucie does not experience a tradition in her family that causes her physical and emotional
trauma as Sophie does, she feels disconnected from her family because of her inability to
understand their past, resulting in her separating herself from them. Lucie understands the
importance of oral storytelling in her family; however, the boredom she feels from listening to
these stories causes her frustration. However, like the traditions in Sophie's family, the tradition
of storytelling serves a larger purpose in that both are part of the women's responsibility as
culture bearer to ensure that their daughters are able to tell these stories to their own children.
Stories from Rachel's mother's journal reveal that she was in an abusive relationship,
which lead to her ending her life Durrow writes that in her first journal entry Nella writes, "Doug
is not home. I hope he is home soon. I think it sometimes that to come here was a mistake. I did
not think it would be so hard ...I think now Doug is drinking again. He doesn't say an ything, but
I think I know. Don't let the kids hear me cry" (1 1 0). The fact that Nella recognizes that her
relationship with Doug is unhealthy indicates that she is aware of the effects of being in an
emotionally and, later, physically abusive relationship. However, her limited knowledge and
resources to find a way out of such a relationship convinces her that her only option is death.
Rachel's othermother her Grandma Morse comments on her goals, which creates tension
in their relationship. Rachel comments, "Grandma keeps saying what I need to study is typing.
That way I can work in a nice office one day ....The way Grandma paints her dream for me,
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there's a low sky ....Grandma's dream come from hearing about Up North when she growing up
in Texas on a far, on a road that had no name" ( 14 9). These aspirations that Rachel's
grandmother has for her stem from the deeply rooted patriarchal stereotype that women are only
able to work in offices as secretaries. While this mindset troubles Rachel, it is one that she must
consider when commenting on her grandmother's ability to perform motherhood.
While societal pressures clearly have an effect on the way motherhood is defined, a
consistent theme throughout each of these ethnic women's novels is that the daughters serve as
critics of mother performativity. In "Remembering Mama: Images of mothers, good, bad, real or
fictive abound in our literary tradition," Bernadette Adams Davis makes the following statement:
The absence of or lack of care from a mother figure ...has lingering effect[s] on the lives
of children and adults, as portrayed through literary characters ... In fictive and
autobiographical works, African American authors have given readers vibrant portraits of
what a mother is and what the act of mothering can be ( 49).
The lack of mothering that Davis suggests is a vivid statement, especially if readers consider the
opening lines of each of these novels. In Breath, Eyes, Memory, Sophie states, "A flattened and
drying daffodil was dangling off the little card that I had made my aunt Atie for Mother's Day"
(3). Faces in the Moon opens with this short statement: "I was raised on the voices of women"
( 4). Rachel in The Girl Who Fell From the Sky notes the following conversation that she has with
her grandmother: '"You my lucky piece,' Grandma says. Grandma has walked me the half block
from the hospital lobby to the bus stop. Her hand is wrapped around mine like a leash" (3). These
three statements are particularly interesting because they reveal how othermothers are important
figures in each of these young women's lives. Specifically, Sophie has such a deep connection
with her aunt Atie that she feels compelled on Mother's Day to give her a gift. Lucie reminds
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readers the importance of having a strong community of women in her Cherokee family as a way
to learn about her culture, and Rachel reveals an uncertainty about living with her grandmother.
The narrative choice to open each of these novels with a reference to one of the young women's
otherrnothers is practical in the sense that these women are their caregivers; however, these
statements reveal an absence of the biological mother, which, then, poses a question as to where
these young women's mothers are and they are they absent from the psyches of their daughters.
Thus, while Davis' comment refers to absent mothers in African American literature, this idea is
clearly applicable to these other works that represent a biracial and Cherokee mother-daughter
relationship. Additionally, Davis' discussion that lack of mothering has ill effects on daughter's
lives suggests that the daughters have a much larger role in defining mother perforrnativity. The
daughters feel the neglect or absence of their mothers, the authorial choice not to include their
complex relationships with their mothers as the opening lines of the novels reveals that the
daughters are critiquing motherhood because they do not feel a strong connection with their
mothers. Since the biological mothers are not represented in these first lines, readers are
essentially asked to question these mother-daughter or otherrnother-daughter relationships.
Like the daughter from Irigaray' s essay who critiques the cyclical actions of her mother,
the daughters in Danticat's, Bell's, and Durrow's novels comment on their mothers' or
otherrnothers' abilities to perform motherhood, especially when the daughters question their
identity. More specifically, when Sophie first arrives to New York to meet her mother she
observes the following upon entering her bedroom:
I had never seen an infant picture of myself, but I somehow I knew that was me. Who
else could it have been? I looked for traces in the child, a feature that was my mother's
but still mine too. It was the frrst time in my life that I noticed that I looked not one in my
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family. Not my mother. Not my Tante Atie. I did not look like them when I was a baby
and I did not look like them now (45).
This moment in Sophie's life is just one where she learns that her relationship with her mother is
complex. At the same time she begins to question her identity because she cannot make a
connection with her appearance to anyone in her family. Sophie does not know that she was the
product of her mother's brutal rape, and her visit becomes frightening as her mother screams in
her sleep. Later, her mother pairs the first conversation about the Haitian tradition of testing with
an anecdote about her rape. She says, "The details are too much ... But it happened like this. A
man grabbed me from the side of the road, pulled me into a cane field, and put you in my body . .
I was still a young girl then just barely older than you" (6 1). Learning this fact about her birth
instills a sense of confusion and disbelief in Sophie. However, Martine then tells her "when I
look at your face I think it is true what they say. A child out of wedlock always looks like its
father" (6 1). The fact that Martine tells Sophie this account of her birth in such a robotic fashion
adds to her identity confusion and highlights the fact that Sophie feels a sense of distance from
her mother.
Lucie's mother Gracie is also a source for her confusion regarding her Cherokee heritage.
She explains, "Momma had always dyed her black hair a bright yellow blond ... She mixed her
own blonde dye, a heavier dose of peroxide and platinum tint, and called it scalping" (39). The
fact that Lucie grows up around a group of women who are determined to change their
appearances to look like images of white women that they see confuses Lucie, especially as she
is expected to appreciate and love her Cherokee heritage. Calling this hair dyeing procedure
scalping also sends mixed messages as this term has horrific implications because it is stereotype
utilized by many Native American tribes. The fact that her mother uses this term indicates that
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she is trying to strip away part of her culture. When the hair dyeing treatments fail, her mother
contends, "That Indian blood sure is ornery" ( 39). Gracie's acknowledgement of her Native
American heritage as "ornery" is important on two levels. First, she asserts what part of her
person she is trying to remove, which is her Native American appearance. Second, she has been
deceived from images in popular culture that suggest anything other than blond hair is
unattractive and by images that suggest that scalping was a Native American practice. Thus, her
culture is ornery in that it often times fights against the culture altering-toxic chemicals. Lucie
further discusses her mother's desire to be white when she articulates the following:
I have tried to...know my life with an easy Indian memory, but I knew no Indian
princesses, no buckskin, no feathers, no tomahawks. The Indians in westerns confused
and frightened me. My mother and aunt chose high heels over moccasins; they would
have chosen blue eyes over black eyes. I have tried to know Momma, Auney, and Lizzie
as Indian women, but all that surfaces is tired, worn-out women, stooped from picking
cotton and the hard work of tenet farming (58-59).
Irigaray's mirror metaphor works wonderfully with this example to decipher the feelings that
Lucie experiences when trying to see herself in her mother. As the young daughter Irigaray
writes of, Lucie too sees herself in her mother; however, the reflection is complicated as their
appearances do not seem to match. Since Lucie's mother tries so hard to distinguish herself from
other Cherokees by changing her looks, she becomes a negative role model for Lucie, who does
not learn what it truly means to embrace her culture. Rather, her identity is confused by the
mixed messages from her mother.
Rachel's memories of her mother are suppressed as she recovers from the trauma of
stepped off the top of a building with her mother and younger siblings; however, her African
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American paternal grandmother, one of her othermothers, causes her to question her African
American and Danish identity. Rachel reflects on the connection between her mother and her
when she thinks, "When Aunt Loretta says 'M amma,' I think of saying 'Mor' and how I don't
get to say it anymore. I am caught in before and after time. Last-time things and firsts. Last-time
things make me feel sad like the last time I called for Mor and used Danish sounds" (8). Rachel's
grief about her mother's death is clearly understandable; however, what is particularly striking
about this statement is that she is also mourning the loss of her Danish culture. This fact is also
evident when Rachel enters her grandmother's house for the first time and observes, " On the
dining room mantel are photographs of me and Pop. Of me and Grandma. Of me and Robbie. Of
me, but not of Mor" ( 5). Considering these statements with the fact that Rachel's grandmother
disapproved of the relationship between parents clarifies why she does not take the time to
discuss her mother's life with Grandma. In fact, Grandma when she does

talk about

her mother

she makes comments such as the following: "Don't be like your mama-sniffin around life like
the only nose you've got is the one between your legs" ( 150). Since her grandmother only
focuses on Rachel's A frican American heritage, Rachel often feels lonely often feels lonely.
Additionally, the crude remarks that she makes about Rachel mother make her feel as if part of
herself is undervalued. Rachel's first day of school is when she actually realizes that others see
her differently; she states the following:
I am light-skinned-ed. That's what the other kids say. And I talk white. I think new things
when they say this. There are a lot of important things I didn't know about. I think Mor
didn't know either ... They have a language I don't know but I understand. I learn that
black people don't have blue eyes. I learn that I am black. I have blue eyes ( 10).
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While these statement are not made directly by her grandmother, the fact that Rachel does not
have any other biracial person in her family to confide in places her in a very sad, lonely place
where she is confused about who she really is.
Irigaray's mirror metaphor is a useful tool for decoding how identity confusion connects
with mother performativity in these young women's lives. More specifically, Sophie, Lucie, and
Rachel clearly understand that being part of an ethnic community involves assuming a certain
respect for their cultural traditions. However, each of these young women's expectations of how
their mother figures should teach them about their cultures results in their critiquing their
mothering abilities. Like the daughter in Irigaray's essay who is weary of being a mirror image
of her mother, these young women's identities are confused because their mothers do not reflect
them on a visual level. The daughters have nostalgia for their mother figures; however, because
their mother figures disassociate themselves from a part of their culture a tension arises in the
mother-daughter or othermother-daughter relationship because their mothers are not performing
as suitable role models in teaching them about their culture.
Storytelling, regardless of the medium through which the story is delivered, is an
essential component in the way in which Sophie, Lucie, and Rachel ultimately forgive and
understand their mother figures. While Gerber acknowledges the importance of storytelling in
Breath, Eyes, Memory as an integral part of Sophie and Martine's relationship and their healing,

all three novels illustrate the importance of storytelling. According to Susan J. Scarberry in
"Grandmother Spider's Lifeline," storytelling is a web of power:
Grandmother Spider's web is an expression of her love for the people, binding various
life forms together. Her web is a woven structure suspended between earth and sky, at
once real and symbolic of the coherence of all experience... [M)ost non-Indian cultures
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have stressed the negative power of Spider Woman, seeing the web as a net or weapon
that she uses to entrap unwary men and loom as a symbol of fate and death, many Indian
cultures have stressed her positive life-creating power, recognizing that she uses her
powers to protect her people

( 100).

While Scarberry acknowledges that many non-Native groups do not consider Grandmother
Spider to be a positive figure, resistance to her worth as a keeper of stories is irresponsible to
ignore. Like Sophie's, Lucie's, and Rachel's mothers and othermothers, she is the culture bearer
of not only the traditions enforced by patriarchy, but also the stories that women pass on to other
women. In fact, Helen M. Bannan points out in her article, "Spider Woman's Web: Mothers and
Daughters in Southwestern Native American Literature," that because "many Southwestern
peoples trace descent through the female line, relationships between mothers and daughters bear
much of the responsibility for holding the web of life together by reciprocal rights and
obligations that provide solidarity and continuity to the culture as a circular whole" (269). Thus,
the stories that the mother figures tell act as webs that sustain and hold their cultures together.
Additionally, because storytelling is such an intimate act between mother and daughter, these
stories inextricably bind them together as the daughters take on the role of retelling these stories
to the next generation.
Generational shift in ethnic cultures because of exposure to white mainstream ideals are
the source for much of the tension in the mother-daughter conflicts that S ophie, Lucie, and
Rachel experience; however, their mother figures' Grandmother Spider-like qualities are
eventually understood by the daughters. This changes their opinions about their mothers'
capabilities to perform motherhood. Before this shift takes place, the daughters have to realize
what keeps them from connecting with their mothers. Bannan articulates the following reason for
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tension in Native American mother-daughter relationships when she states: "Countless
generations of mothers and daughters have followed the behavioral lessons of the tales, although
this became increasingly difficult after new peoples, intent on conquest, entered their
homelands" (27 1). Since Sophie, Lucie, and Rachel all expect their mother figures to have the
answers to their questions and concerns

as

they grow up in a mainstream culture, they reject their

mother figures' stories because they do not provide their daughters with the answers that they are
looking for.
Sophie, Lucie and Rachel connect with their mother figures' stories in diverse ways;
however, what is interesting is the way in which Irigaray's metaphor of mirrors threads through
these experiences. From the perspective of a matured daughter she writes, "I, too, am captive
when a man holds me in his gaze;

I, too, am

abducted from myself. Immobilized in the reflection

he expects of me. Reduced to the face he fashions for me in which to look at himself. Traveling
at the whim of his dreams and mirages. Trapped in a single function-mothering" (66). In other
words, the daughter Irigaray depicts finally recognizes that while she wanted to reject so much of
the patriarchal society that her mother was a part of, and that she observed as a young child she,
too, ends up being pressured into conforming to an ideal notion of womanhood, mother
performativity. Thus, her experiences do end up mirroring those of her mother.
While Lucie and Rachel do not become mothers by the end of their novels like Sophie
does, the fact that they eventually forgive their mother figures because of the stories they have
been told indicates that they are mirror images too. Sophie's performance of motherhood is not
yet observable. When Lucie returns to Oklahoma City after her mother dies to add information to
a document about her family heritage, she tells readers, "Oral histories were not reliable sources,
they insisted, and so

I

found myself in the Oklahoma Historical Society room, looking for proof
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that my grandmother had had a father" (190). After the librarian scoffs at her "unreliable"
sources for information, she tells readers the following: "I move forward and stretch out my
hand, but I cannot take the book. My face bums, and I cannot look up. I know this anger. I've
seen it on the faces of Lizzie, Auney, and Momma . . . I've known it to leap into me, quick and
dangerous, reckless in size and circumstance and consequence" (191). Recognizing at this
moment in time that her family stories are worth something is a pivotal moment for Lucie. When
she is questioned by the "pink middle-aged man" about her culture, she is finally able to see the
purpose and use that the old stories her mothers and othermothers told her: they are part of her
family web (191 ) . Additionally, Lucie is finally able to forgive her mother when she confidently
tells the librarian:
I

am

the great-granddaughter of Robert Henry Evers. I am the granddaughter of Hellen

Evers Jeeters, I am the daughter of Gracie Evers . ...Let me put it to you this way. I am a
follower of stories, a negotiator of histories, a wild dog of many lives. I am Quanah
Parker swooping down from the hills into your bedroom in the middle of the night. And I
am

centuries of Indian women who lost their husbands, their children, their minds, so you

could sit there and grin your shit-eating grin" (192).
Acknowledging her place in the history of the women in her family allows Lucie to forgive her
mother for the confusion and hurt she caused her as a young child. Not only is she able to value
the importance of the stories like those of Quanah Parker and apply them to her life, she is able
actually to see how her image as a Cherokee woman is a reflection of the women in her past;
thus, she is finally proud to see the reflection of her mothers in herself.
Rachel's access to her mother's joumals allows her to stand up against those who devalue
her as a biracial woman. In fact, these entries allow Rachel completely to understand the choices
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her mother made in stepping off the roof of their apartment complex. While it is not explicitly
stated that Rachel has access to her mother's journal entries, when she finds the box of her
belongings that her mother's friend Larrone gathered for her, she states, "When I open the box I
see it's all wrong. This isn't me-not from a me I can recognize" ( 129). After Rachel finds the
box of items that she had on the day that her mother and her siblings died, she sees herself in a
new light. Now that Rachel has the facts from the tragic day that she repressed until this point in
the novel, she begins an internal journey toward understanding the psyche of her mother. Further
proof that Rachel had access to these journals is evident when she tells her friend Brick after he
asks if she still loves her mother, "Yeah. And I know she loved me" (262). Rachel goes on to
think to herself, "My mother was my mother and she still is. Pas pa, she'd say. Pas pa. And I
did. There was just that one time. That one day she couldn't protect me-not from the hurt and
not from the words.

It was just

one day, but I think for Mor it seemed like Day 1" ( 262). This

genuine thought that Rachel has that she knows that her mother loved her indicates that she read
her mother's journal entries, especially because these tell her the story of the true struggle that
her mother was going through in trying to determine what was the best life for her and her
family. Also, Durrow's narrative choice to have Rachel acknowledge that the tragic day was
"like Day 1" for her mother illustrates that she had to know about her mother's journals because
all of her mother's journal entries that are numbered in a similar way. Rachel, therefore, sees the
importance of her mother's journal as a collection of stories that serve as a tool to remind her of
her survival and also as a mirror for her to see the true beauty of her mother, which allows her to
forgive.
The tension in Sophie and Martine's relationship is finally resolved when she recognizes
her mirror image to her mother. After spending some time with her mother in Haiti, Sophie
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states, "The past was gone. Even though she had forced in on me, of her sudden will, we were
not even more than friends. We were twins, in spirit. Marassas" (200). The fact that Sophie uses
the word twins is quite significant

in that it illustrates that she is now finally proud

to see herself

in her mother. The reference back to the Marrassas also illustrates that Sophie finally sees herself
in her mother, which allows her to forgive her. Specifically, this particular story was told to her
the first time she was tested. Sophie tells the story:
The Marrassas were two inseparable lovers. They were the same person, duplicated in
two. They looked the same, talked the same, walked the same. When they laughed, they
even laughed the same and when they cried, their tears were identical .... When one
looked in the mirror, the other walked behind the class to mimic her ....The love between
a mother and daughter is deeper than the sea. You and

I

we could be like Marassas (84-

85).
When Sophie is first told this story she understands the power that her mother has over her as she
learns the significance of testing; she realizes there is not anything that she can keep from her
mother. However, now that Sophie is grown adult and finally acknowledges her mother's claim
that they could be twins, she sees the story on a new level: one of understanding, compassion,
and empathy for their status as women in a patriarchal culture. Sophie also finds forgiveness for
her mother and othermother figures for practicing this tradition when she tells her therapist, "it
was very hard to be angry at my grandmother. After all she was only doing something that made
her feel like a good mother. My mother too" (208). Therefore, Sophie understands the pressures
that her mother figures felt as not only carriers of culture, but also as performers of motherhood;
thus, she forgives the actions that she presumed to be violent. Storytelling in Sophie's family is a
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web that while at first hurt Sophie, now serves as a way for her to connect with the women in her
family on a deeper level.
And the one doesn 't stir without the other. But we do not move together. When the one of
us comes into the world, the other goes underground. When the one carries life, the other
dies. And what I wantedfrom you, Mother, was this: that in giving me life, you still
remain alive. (67).

Irigaray' s final words point out the immense bond that mothers and daughters share. Her
statement also reflects out the sense of sadness that daughters feel when they realize this
connection too late. The daughters in Breath, Eyes, Memory, Faces in the Moon, and The Girl
Who Fell From the Sky, like the daughter that Irigaray depicts, wish that their mothers could

have enjoyed a life with them free of the pressure to perform motherhood. Sophie, Lucie, and
Rachel all learn that their mothers were limited by their experiences in their cultures, which is
why they could not break free from the cycle of mother performativity. Additionally, each of
these women was unable to connect with the stories that her mother was trying to tell her.
However, once they are older, they truly understand the worth of these stories; thus,
Grandmother Spider's web with which mothers and stories connect cultures is finally visible. At
the end of each of these novels, Sophie, Lucie, and Rachel all acknowledge their close-knit
relationships with their mothers and understand that their job now as living mirrors of their
mothers is to continue telling these stories. These stories told resist misogynistic cultures and
instill a sense of hope as they undeniably unite them.
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